Sample Program
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

1st Year
Fall
- MATH1330: Calc. I
- GSW1110: Acad. Writing

Spring
- CS2020: Obj.-Ori. Prog.
- MATH 2220: Discrete Math.
- GSW 1120: Acad. Writing

2nd Year
Fall
- CS2170: Comp. Orga.
- CS2900: Co-op Prep.
- Lang. 1010: Language I

Spring
- CS3270: OS & Networks
- Sci. Lab 2010: Sci. Lab I
- Lang. 1020: Language II

3rd Year
Fall
- CS3350: Std. Data Struc.
- Sci. Lab 2020: Sci. Lab II
- Lang. 2010: Language III

Spring
- CS3060: Prog. Lang.
- Sci. Lab 2020: Language IV
- Multidisciplinary Elective

4th Year
Fall
- CS3000: Intro. SW Eng.
- MATH 2320: Calc. II
- Sci./MATH Elective

Spring
- CS3540: Intro. SW Eng.
- MATH 2470: Fund. Statistics
- Multidisciplinary Elective

Fall
- CS4000: Prof. & Soc. Issue
- MATH 2470: Fund. Statistics
- Sci./MATH Elective

Spring
- CS33XX: CS Elective
- MATH 2470: Fund. Statistics
- Multidisciplinary Elective

Fall
- CS3XXX: CS Electives
- CS4XXX: CS Elective
- Sci./MATH Elective

Spring
- CS4120: Algorithms
- Sci./MATH Elective
- Elective

Fall
- CS4XXX: CS Elective
- Sci./MATH Elective
- Elective

Spring
- CS3900: Internship in CS
- Sci./MATH Elective
- Elective